Sequences are named after their PseudoBase entry, except 1u8d and 1y0q which are named after their PDB entry. In column exp, a X indicates whether the native has been found experimentally. For each algorithm, the sensitivity and the positive predicted value (PPV are shown. For example, on sequence 1u8d, TT2NE has a sensitivity of 88% and a PPV of 100%. For each sequence, the best sensitivit predicted is emphasized in boldface. Stars are pointing to sequences where the correct structure is actually the second best prediction Column g indicates the genus of the native structure and g T , g HK , g MQ , g P K are the respective genii of the predictions of TT2NE HotKnots, McQfold and ProbKnot. All Mfolds prediction have genus 0, as Mfold generates only structures without pseudoknots.

